DEDICATION OPENING
OF THE
WILDERNESS ROAD TRAIL

WILDERNESS ROAD

IRON WORKS
CUMBERLAND GAP NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK
CUMBERLAND GAP
TENNESSEE
MAY 27 1961
10:00 A.M.
THE WILDERNESS ROAD TRAIL

Sponsored by

GILDEREY LION COUNCIL

BY SCOUTS OF KENTUCKY

PERKY LION

Any registered Scout or Explorer group under adult leadership, sponsors and members of Scout or Explorer units must each wear complete uniforms. Special arrangements can be made for individual scouts to take the trail upon application.

APPLICATION REQUIRED

Application to take the hike should be made as a unit by the authorized adult leader. Application blanks may be obtained from the "Wilderness Road Trail, c/o Pineville Council of Florence, Pineville, Kentucky. An application and $2.50 for each hiker should be forwarded at least two weeks before starting the hike. The fee is to be sent in check to the above address. The check is to be made out for the "Wilderness Road Trail" and to the "Boy Scouts of America."

THE TRAIL

1. There must be an adult leader with the unit hiking the trail. Scouter need not walk the trail, but must be in charge of boys at all times. However, only Scouters who actually walk and complete the hike can receive the medal.

2. All leaders should see that thorough instructions and training are given in injury safety and courtesies, personal first aid, and hiking precautions. Also techniques before taking the hike. The lodge is not responsible for any incidents happening on the trail.

3. The trail extends from Bardstown, Ky., 17 miles to Pineville, Kentucky. Over the Wilderness Road made famous by Daniel Boone and the Pioneers.

4. An medal will be given upon completion of the hike at the last checkpoint.